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Operating the production calculus: ordering a production system in the print industry



ABSTRACT The topic of shop-� oor work has been extensively examined within sociology. However, the organizational structures within which this work takes place have, in the most part, been taken as unexamined givens. Yet, their operation is also the shop-� oor work of some people. This paper examines the way in which the stable organizational structures within which shop-� oor work takes place are achieved. It is based upon a Ž eldwork investigation of a large commercial printer and focuses upon the collaborative work of those who are involved in scheduling the production of a job and their use of ‘the production calculus’ in planning the work of the site. The print industr y is undergoing considerable technological change and scheduling technologies have been developed to automate this work. However, there has been little take up of these technologies and the paper also considers how the characteristics of operating the production calculus in practice may account for this.
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1. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES AS UNEXAMINED ‘GIVENS’ IN SOCIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF SHOP-FLOOR WORK



Within sociological studies of work and organizations there has been a long and often outstanding tradition of investigations into shop-� oor work. Following the Hawthorn studies (Roethlisberger 1939) there have been subsequent exemplar y works across a range of sociological perspectives by Donald Roy (1952), W. G. Baldamus (1961), Harry Braverman (1974), Huw Beynon (1973), Graham Sewell and Barr y Wright (1992). Although these investigations originate with different sociological approaches, ranging across the human relations school, symbolic interaction, Foucaldian sociology, and labour process theor y, they display a common concern with a topic that has been a predominant sociological interest in British Journal of Sociology Vol. No. 53 Issue No. 2 ( June 2002) pp. 275–289 © 2002 London School of Economics and Political Science ISSN 0007-1315 print/1468-4446 online Published by Routledge Journals, Taylor & Francis Ltd on behalf of the LSE DOI: 10.1080/00071310220133340
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organizations more generally, namely what Baldamus (1961) termed ‘the effort bargain’. Baldamus used this phrase to refer to the determination of levels of effort by the interaction between management-devised administrative structures and the attempts of the labour force to exert control over the levels and direction of their effort. However, from the point of view of most, if not all, of these studies of shop-� oor work, the organization of the actual arrangements of industrial production for the delivery of a service are assumed to be already in place, and their character and organization is largely taken for granted. Industries and organizations have contrived technological, organizational, and practical solutions to problems of producing marketable outputs, but sociological studies of shop-� oor work treat this as a mere given structure within which the effort bargain is struck. Thus, for example, the variations in the rate of wiring the telephone banks in the Hawthorn studies (Roethlisberger 1939) or turning the lathes in Roy’s (1952) investigations is done within an organizational context in which considerations of ‘effecting technical requirements of production’, ‘quality assurance’, ‘delivery scheduling’, and ‘the integration of the division of labour’ can, seemingly, all be satisŽ ed in the course of the workers’ pacing and performing of their work routines. In terms of the accounts we are presented with, people wiring and machining seem to be able to vary the pace of their work without, for example, disrupting production, or adversely impacting the quality of components, or disrupting the activities of others in the production process. The organization of the work within the work place so that products are produced ‘on time’, ‘to the required standard’ and the like is, thus, assumed to have been, somehow, already organized, and to be operating in whatever ways effect the technical, practical and economic requirements of production and/or service. The analytical issue in sociological investigations of shop-� oor work is more usually into the ways in which workers decide whether and how to comply with the demands made by management, technology supervision, group pressures, economic interests and so forth, rather than with the way in which that organization of the work is itself conducted. The interest is normally only exigently and marginally in the speciŽ cs of the kind of work being done, and much more in the supposed generics of, for example, management worker relations, systems of social control and the like. Yet, the organization of the work in its practical, product-delivering character is itself also a matter of shop-� oor competency, for the sets of solutions to the problems of producing marketable outputs are themselves a matter of some person’s or persons’ competence and practice. It is, after all, someone’s job to organize and practically execute the work activities. In this paper, we are interested in describing aspects of the shop-� oor competence involved in the orderly organization of the work of print production management. We examine the ways in which the organization and work� ow was in part the product of the in situ practical arts of shop-� oor managers.
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Their work required a technical grasp on the details and exigencies of print production. Moreover, it required an understanding of how these exigencies played out in the ver y unfolding of the production work as a localized, real-time phenomenon, the conditions on this shop � oor, under these administrative arrangements and in these circumstances. It involved continuing computations concerning the present and prospective relations between these exigencies considered primarily from the point of view of maintaining continuous and effective print production. We sketch some features of the routine computational practices of one shop-� oor manager, enumerating the diversity of considerations the he must jointly entertain, and some of the practices he uses to simplify, track and update those computations. In so doing we describe how the structures of work’s organization within which different levels of effort can take place is also the product of some person(s)’ work, and features of how that work is done. We will be examining the work of the ‘production scheduler’ in a large print works,1 who is engaged in planning the order of production on the print shop � oor. It is a plain observation that production in the print works is extensively planned,2 and that a portion of the organization’s effort is devoted (with ‘the scheduler’ as a pivotal Ž gure) to devising the plan. Part of the planning of the shop-� oor work is oriented to ensuring that jobs are printed without delay, but do not stack-up, that when a job is to be printed there are the necessary materials to hand such as the correct kinds of paper and inks in the right quantities; that jobs move smoothly from one production process to another; that vehicles are available to transport the materials when they are ready, and such like matters. The activities on the print shop � oor are, for all those present on it, then manifestly ones that have been planned for.3 Our investigation is set against a background of an industr y that is undergoing extensive technological change. The technology involved in the actual laying down of ink on paper has changed considerably in the last decade or so, but new technology has also been introduced to support and automate the management of production. In a sense technology may be viewed as providing part of the given structures of the organization in as much as that technology automates or lays down procedures to be followed in the organization of the work and product delivery. Much of this technology has been enthusiastically embraced by the print industry, such as, for example, technology to support the administration of a job. However, one technology that does not seem to be embraced is one that actually automates planning, and printing organizations seem to prefer to use the traditional form of tools to support the people who do the planning. For example, the ‘forward loading’ board is extensively used in production planning, and is a simple device that allows of the printing of a job to be scheduled against a printing machine on a particular time and date. We have worked at more than twenty printing sites throughout the UK and have observed many forms that the forward loading board takes ranging from large boards that occupy the whole of a wall, through to cork
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boards with rubber bands and pins, and to paper sheets marked in coloured ink. There are nine companies that sell production management software to the print industr y, all of which include a scheduling module that automates the planning activities. It is easy to understand why the automation of scheduling might be considered when the enormity of the task of scheduling in factor y production printing is appreciated. The plant we are particularly concerned with in this consideration operated on a twenty-four hour basis, producing millions of pages of printed material a week, involving machines that cost more than £1 million, with a work force of in excess of one hundred and Ž fty people, and with a ver y extensive client base and prestigious catalogue of end clients. Taking into account the very high volume of production alone suggests that the automation of production planning would make sense. Yet, while this site and the others we have worked at use other modules in the production management systems, no site used the automated scheduling module, preferring to use their manual tools. Part of the reason for this emerges in understanding the production calculus that is worked in the planning process.



OPERATING THE PRODUCTION CALCULUS



Our Ž eldwork carried out on print shop � oors suggests that parties connected to the planning of print production variously operate with what we call a ‘production calculus’. They are engaged in recurrent computations with respect to determining the conŽ guration of print jobs distributed across the different types of machines and stages of print production.4 The computations involve such matters as: • The suitability, ease, difŽ culty, cost and speed with which different kinds of work can be done on different machines or whether they can be done on them at all. • The difference one operator or another working a given machine can make, if any. • Figuring out how many sheets of paper will need to be printed, the calculations for which include what proportions of wastage will be involved, running for how long on how many machines. • What allowances for preparations, down time, delays, stock availability must be made for a particular job. • The cost to organize the print run and of the direction of economic advantage – to the Ž rm or to the customer – that may result from any print decision. • The � exibility of charging costs to the customer relative to the cost to the organization, as well as the appropriateness (and the advantage to the organization of bringing in the work, keeping a
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machine running, keeping a customer sweet) of charging this customer with signiŽ cantly more than no more than or even a bit less than what the cost to the organization might be. • A familiarization with the routines and � ows of work for this organization, and any others with which it might deal, so as to address issues of maintaining the level of work coming in, being able to anticipate the quantities of work in hand and estimating whether this would (a) be enough, or more than enough, in quantity and of a suitable variety to keep all (or all the important) machines running, and (b) whether, being enough to keep the machines running, it is manageable in both quantity and character with respect to getting the job done within the turn round time. • The operation of the in-process control of the work through the use of on-site devices such as the forward loading board to maintain a full record of the current work in progress across the site; to monitor the progress of the provisionally structured succession of jobs through the sequence of print operations and through the various sections of the site so as to estimate the progression of work on the shop � oor. This monitoring additionally requires the anticipation of the following exigencies which could delay the progression of the work: the searching for opportunities to progress the work; the anticipation of the arrival of new, unexpected or emergency work; the calculation of how, if possible, to retain � exibility in the current distribution of work to permit the incorporation of unscheduled or additional work into the � ow of work; the � exibility to allow the rearrangement of work in ways which accommodate the priority or urgency of particular tasks whilst also preserving the twin imperatives of keeping the machines running and meeting the deadlines.



All of the above are undertaken based on a reliance on understandings about the variable dependability (with respect to either type or speciŽ c case) with which production processes can be run, arrangements struck and adhered to, operatives to deploy the appropriate and effective skills for a job’s requirements, the extent to which such requirements demand ‘tricky’ printing operations, and the risks to which all of the above are subject. The work of production management therefore generates an orientation to the order of production undertaken, involving the progress of the work through the system and the determinants of the � ow of work tasks as speciŽ cally technical matters. By this we mean that shop-� oor work of this kind involves the calculation of what quantities of which kinds of work are in hand and which are in prospect, from which sources these are derived,
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what kind of print-production relevant characteristics they possess, and whether there will be enough to maintain full production. The relevant personnel then engage in the following computations: what conŽ guration of the materials to be printed will attain full production through distribution across the different types of machines and phases of the production process over the relevant production cycles; what steps in terms of preparation of equipment, assembly of resources, availability of staff and co-ordination with clients, suppliers, and outsourcers will be essential to maintaining continuity of production for any job; what risks of delay were likely in the return of proofs or in the temporary unavailability of materials; what allowances had been made for the absence of staff and the need for maintenance and repair of machines; and Ž nally how would the quantities and types of work in hand or in prospect (considering the technical requirements of rendering the originals into printable form and of attaining an acceptable quality print) interact in the production process e.g. create bottlenecks and hold-ups? All of these computations converge in practical techniques to ensure that the conditions of full and continuous production are in place, in time and in sequence. The preoccupation with these matters are manifest in the ways participants routinely make in situ determinations such as: ‘is this job on time?’; ‘is this job going to be late?’; ‘how late will the job be?’; ‘what do we have to do to get the job out on time?’; ‘do we have the right paper and enough of it, appropriate inks and toners in stock, enough memory in the machines, and money in the overtime budget?’; ‘can we take this job on in the light of our other commitments?’; ‘how long is this machine going to be out of production and what are we going to do until we can get it up and running?’ The production scheduler applies this calculus to a detailed knowledge of: the qualities and kinds of paper, likely difŽ culties and technical reŽ nements in the application of ink to paper; the character and order of the sequence of steps and operations required to carry out the print job;5 the capacities and characteristics of print and other machines; the characteristics and dispositions of the operatives at the machines, and his familiarity with customers as types and as speciŽ cally known. The production scheduler then seeks to plan how the printing operations can maintain a maximum level of productive activity, achieving high quality levels of production6 which will involve considerations relating to the ‘turnaround’ time between the actual delivery of the original materials and the dispatch dates that have been agreed with the customer. Other considerations include estimations of the time that the completion of each stage of the production sequence will require (given the kinds of paper and inks that the job will require), the identity of the machine on which the job can be run, the speeds at which the machines can run to print the job, the number of sheets to be printed, the number of times they will need to be run through the machines to transfer different inks to the same sheets, and the kinds of Ž nishing operations – such as binding and gluing – involved in turning the printed sheets into the Ž nished brochure, forms
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or whatever. Further thought must be given to how long a particular print job will need to occupy which machines; which print operatives will be involved, and what the lead times are. The computations for a particular job have to be integrated into the same production process involving the multiplicity of other print jobs that will also need to be distributed across the machines at that time. The production scheduler is, then, operating the production calculus in order to effect an advance determination of an order of production (i.e. the successive and contemporaneous distribution of constituent tasks for the print jobs in production across the equipment and amongst the staff (or in the hands of outsourcers) that will ensure that machines and staff are fully occupied. The production scheduler’s capacity to make his calculations depends upon an extensive familiarity with print techniques and practices, acquired in his earlier career as a ‘print buyer’,7 and deepened by his employment in this plant. The input of these general understandings into his calculations is integrated with an up-to-date familiarity with conditions in the plant, a familiarity that he routinely updates through a daily ‘production meeting’ with all the managers of the main parts of the shop-� oor organization. In addition to this other regular one-on-one ‘account reviews’ take place with ‘account executives’ to Ž nd out what changes may have been recently made to the roster of print jobs expected. It will also be determined at what pace jobs already contracted for are progressing toward production readiness and whether any problems have occurred, with an eye to noticing anything that might impact the current plan. The production meeting provides some feedback on the current state of on-going print work, and there is a � ow of managers and charge-hands in and out of the scheduler’s ofŽ ce, where events and troubles on the shop � oor form a routine part of conversation. All these meetings take place at the production scheduler’s desk, placed before the ‘forward loading board’, which is one of the tools he uses in working out his computations.8 The various types of work that go on in the organization as a whole, such as that carried out by individual printers, the Ž nishing and dispatch personnel, the administrative team and the sales team, and the ‘level of effort’ that is expended by people on their work activities consequently takes place within a complex structure of process deliver y. Far from being a given, this organizational structure is itself the achievement of the operation of the production calculus and a collaborative construction between the parties involved in the management of print production. A key and decisive element of that work is that of ‘planning’ the work. The construction of this plan is, however, no once-and-for-all achievement, but it is part of the production scheduler’s continuing work. He and all those involved know that the unfolding circumstances will constantly produce occasions for the reconstruction of the current plan. The plan, as a stable organizational structure within which the print factor y’s work is to be done, is the result of constantly working to accommodate the plan-so-far to local circumstances and contingencies.
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THE EXIGENCIES OF PRINT PRODUCTION



These local circumstances and achievements are omni-relevant features of the interactions between the personnel who make inputs into the production calculus. The plan-so-far is adjusted to accommodate emerging developments that will impact the possibility of, interalia, getting the materials for print jobs delivered to the plant on time, having the machines and staff available to do the work. There is a multiplicity of such contingencies, but many of these are of standard kinds, ones that are certainly not speciŽ cally predictable, but ones that are only-to-be-expected, and hardly surprising when they occur. We will consider here three of the main/most common contingencies. 1 Customers Within this, the Ž rst of the contingencies under examination, there are three main categories of problems that customers give rise to for scheduling: a) Finalizing the job; b) Keeping their part of the bargain; c) Their indifference to the practices and ethics of printing. a) Finalizing The Job: The provisional nature of scheduling orients to an expectation on the part of the printers that customers will change their minds repeatedly. This can be the case even after things had been thought to be Ž nally settled, and steps taken on the basis of a putatively agreed understanding. Above all, there is the expectation that they will likely change their mind at the last minute. The account executives are involved in Ž nalizing the job with respect to its requirements, its due date, its price, and the timing of the job’s delivery. However, even though these matters may be agreed, the printers know that customers will reopen these matters by attempting to renegotiate the price, alter their requirements, and expedite delivery dates. This expectation is one of the motivations for the production scheduler’s holding regular one-on-one brieŽ ng meetings with account executives to be updated on the current state of play regarding the jobs the executives are managing. b) Keeping Their Part of The Bargain: Even though agreements may have been made and put in place, customers cannot be relied upon to abide by them. The timing of production processes is dependent upon the customer delivering the job in the agreed state at the agreed time. However, scheduling is done with the expectation that customers will, for example, deliver materials late, provide them in a condition that is not suitable for the printer’s purposes, and will incorporate unannounced alterations to the speciŽ cation, all of which having possible consequences for both timing and cost. As materials are prepared for production customers cause further delays by failing to return proofs at agreed times and by refusing to approve proofs which are from the printer’s point of view entirely adequate.
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In addition, customers do not necessarily understand the consequences for production that these changes occasion, but remain insistent on the agreed delivery date. Scheduling then has to accommodate a muchreduced lead-time. How Ž rm the production scheduler can take his scheduling to be depends on his estimate of how exposed the work in preparation is to these risks. The need for adjustability and � exibility is integral to the whole process. Customers are not, however, an undifferentiated category, and the printers make determinations, which work their way into the scheduling activities, concerning ‘good’ and ‘bad’ customers. Through experience, some customers are regarded as unreliable while others are deemed dependable. Determinations of necessar y lead times will take these judgments into account. The scheduler and the account executives draw on their personal and practical experiences of a customer and use their knowledge of them in the planning of a job. Thus the fact that a customer is, on past experience, deemed to be deŽ cient, will be taken into account in the scheduling activities. However, even customers who have shown themselves in the past to be more reliable can, for any job, prove to be a source of problems. Thus, a general orientation to the customer as someone who will ‘let you’ down is the safe option when planning production. c) Indifference to the Practices and Ethics of Printing: The differentiation of customers involves more than an understanding of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ customers, it involves an assessment of the professional and technical expertise of customers by the printers. Customers, in the main are design houses who have been commissioned to design printed materials for their clients, and to have them printed. Thus, the type of commercial printer that is the subject of this paper does not, for the most part, have dealings with the end client, only with the design house which is their customer. Printers have discerned a technological change occurring in these design houses, which is that they extensively produce their designs on computer screens. The ‘new breed’ of customer is seen to possess a weaker grasp of the technicalities of printing, who does not appreciate what it takes, indeed if it can even be done, to transform a design from the computer screen into print. Quality colour printing is skilled and technical work. A designer unfamiliar with these technicalities may not realize that an effect that is easily produced through a graphics package can be extremely difŽ cult to render in print. Artwork delivered from design houses on schedule and, presumably, according to agreed speciŽ cations might be found on inspection to contain unexpectedly demanding characteristics that generate additional work from a print point of view. For example, laying down certain different coloured inks adjacent to one another may make it necessary (depending on the colours) to lay down one of those colours in several separate passes through the print machine, rather than in a single run when the job has been costed for a single pass, thus multiplying time and cost.
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Troubles such as these emanate from a lack of understanding of the term ‘design for print’, that is, producing a design that not only looks good but optimizes the printing processes. However, some customers are categorized as calculatedly making difŽ culties in order to gain an advantage in price negotiations for a job. Thus some customers are viewed as being unreasonable, making much of small faults to gain discounts on future jobs to get them to accept the ‘� awed’ print run. For the production scheduler these customers generate sufŽ cient difŽ culties for the schedule because they frequently occasion a re-negotiation of the job. This necessitates liaison with the design house to resolve production issues which consequently generates additional run time issues that must be accommodated on machines already tightly scheduled and inevitably have a knock-on effect for the production process. The production scheduler’s challenge is to contain these adjustments within the deliver y date. 2 Organizational Processes The second contingency to be considered is that of organizational processes. The efŽ cient processing of orders from quotation through to deliver y is dependant upon a number of organizational processes that have been designed to ensure that the right things are done at the right time. However, these processes, whilst being routine in nature in order to eliminate the unexpected where possible, are none the less vulnerable to contingencies themselves and can in turn generate further contingencies. These procedures are of variable dependency and can and do fail. In any case, these procedures are infringed in the course of work and they do not necessarily resolve all the problems in the integration and co-ordination of work. The integration of the processes into a ‘fragmented’ workload can present problems in keeping the processes requirements in mind as one alternates between ‘pick up and put down’ jobs in a workday permeated with constant interruptions. So, the account executives’ day involves working on many different jobs. They progress one job as far as possible, then lay that down and pick up another job and then progress that until it too has to be put aside because, for example, the next step requires input from customers or others in the production process. In the midst of this it is easy to see how the intention to initiate a process may well be forgotten or the necessity of the next step overlooked. Interrelatedly, people often depart from the procedures set down, sometimes with the intention of facilitating or progressing the job. There are many processes involved in transferring documentation and materials from one part of the production operation to another and when these processes are running slowly people will often improvise means to expedite them. Thus, in one example, an account executive had undertaken the deliver y of a Ž lm to the awaiting plate department on behalf of a
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hard-pressed sales representative whose job it was to deliver this Ž lm. However, being distracted by a customer phone call the account executive put the Ž lm to one side and then forgot he was supposed to be delivering it. This serves to illustrate that organizational processes do not automatically ensure a smooth and timely work� ow, they are prone to slack and if relied upon to too great an extent can be guaranteed to wrong foot production. 3 The Shop Floor The Ž nal contingency to be covered is that of the shop � oor. The production scheduler’s allocation of jobs to machines and printing teams takes into account his awareness of the often Ž ne differences between individuals and pieces of equipment. Through his own experience and from his accumulating information from others, the production scheduler is in a position to judge that identiŽ able individuals differ from others in respect of their printing skills, their initiative, their reliability and that the identiŽ ed team of printers as a consequence of these abilities will therefore produce a better print job or will print the same amount in a shorter time on the same machine. Similarly, the machines have their own individual characteristics. Identical machines in terms of make, model and age will nevertheless work differently to one another, there being inevitable differences in the build quality of one compared to another. These are themselves often ver y Ž ne engineering matters, but ones which, in the hands of a skilled printer, can be discerned and exploited for the purpose of more efŽ cient and productive printing. Over time, printers can develop intensely personalized relationships with their machines and can come to be recognized as having the capacity to control that machine in a more reŽ ned and intricate way than some other printers, and certainly more than anyone less familiar with it. Similarly, the composition of print teams on the night shift has to be taken into account in allocating jobs. Some printers are deemed to be more reliable and competent than others, and the production scheduler would take this into account when scheduling jobs. For example, jobs that might be troublesome might be allocated to the stronger teams. The production scheduler’s knowledge of the printers and the print machines is interwoven with his understanding of the print operations themselves. This knowledge enables him to identify prospective problems in setting the machines and preparing the job for the machines as well as running the job through the machine and provides the means by which these potential difŽ culties can be matched to machines and teams in a way that reduces these risks. Problems occur and it is often more a source of annoyance that they have happened at all rather than their occurring unexpectedly. Thus, for example, upon arriving at work in the morning on any one day, the production scheduler may well Ž nd that the night shift have fallen behind
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schedule, that they have encountered a problem which has taken them a long time to resolve or has even brought a job to a halt altogether. This sort of occurrence is just a feature of night shift work where the problems being met are, in general, ones that would be less disruptive on day shifts, which are, unlike the night shifts, supervised by managers who might contrive a solution or, alternatively, would have been autonomously solved by the team itself by making use of its access to the full range of resources available to the day shift. Individual variations in managers, staff, and machines are elements that the production scheduler seeks to accommodate into his planning, to determine, for example, whether a job should be scheduled for overnight printing, which team is on the night shift, how likely are they to run into difŽ culties with the job, and if they do, how much time are they (as opposed to some other team) likely to lose in overcoming these problems, if, that is, they are expected to be able to solve problems in the Ž rst place. Although the production scheduler would prefer to schedule a job on a given shift, with a speciŽ c team this does not, however, mean that he can. The preferred machines and teams may be tied up with a comparable, and comparably problem-prone job, and he will have to accept the likelihood of added difŽ culties as something to be contended with when and if it arises. His planning efforts can only resolve some of the production problems, leaving others in need of ad hoc solutions if they occur on the shop � oor.



CONCLUSION



In the introduction, we made two points. The Ž rst was that sociological attention to shop-� oor work has been mainly concerned with how those involved regulate their efforts, but that it assumed the organizational structures within which production takes place such as a schedule of production within the organization. The second point we made was that the printing industry is one into which much technological innovation has been introduced, including information technology, to support various structural operations such as scheduling, but although this type of technology has been widely taken up, the attempts to automate production scheduling have not been well received within the industr y. Returning to the Ž rst point, we used Baldamus’ (1961) term ‘effort bargain’ to sum up the ways in which sociology has oriented itself to shop� oor work in terms of the regulation of effort. The type of effort involved in the various operations and activities of the hundred and Ž fty odd personnel stafŽ ng the print works that we have been concerned with, included such things as the ‘effort’ of laying down ink on paper. However, this ‘effort bargain’ is struck within, and the effort takes place within a stable structure of arrangements for the deliver y of competitively priced, proŽ t making, and on-schedule products. This stable structure is taken, by the sorts of sociological investigations we have mentioned, as an organizational
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given. However, as we have been describing with respect to one of the organizational structures, a schedule of work � ow, far from being a given, is the outcome of extensive mutually co-ordinating work contributed by speciŽ c parties to the organization. The stable structure is the product, then, of co-ordinating and co-ordinated work, and its stability is one that is being both constantly constituted in that work, and testiŽ ed to in that and other work being undertaken within the organization. Co-ordination activities are nothing more than additional work tasks within the organization’s � ow of work. Co-ordination activities are also nothing more than the embedded work of ‘planning’. The production scheduler’s planning work is not, however, actually controlling production, but rather, it makes manifest the interrelationships between the decisions of the different parties to print-work acquisition and deliver y. It makes apparent, for example, whether there is too little or too much work already contracted to keep the machines in full operation, and whether too many print jobs of the same kind and requiring the same machinery are being arranged to run through production at the same time. The production scheduler’s planning is thus an aid to decision making in the build up to production. Ongoing decisions in acquisition and production feed back into the plan-so-far. These then provide grounds for inferences to be made on the part of managers, account executives and print managers about what salesmen, account executives and print managers ought and should be doing, whether they should now be introducing or soon initiating, postponing or abandoning steps to bring a given job into production. The plan, then, is both a product of and an input into the operation of the production calculus at the numerous organizational and managerial points at which it is in operation in print acquisition and production. The production calculus is not, however, an abstract algorithm that stands outside of the ‘real’ work of printing, it is part of the operation of the print works, and its results are a context within which other work such as laying down ink on paper takes place. Thus, the effort of laying down ink on paper is taking place within the context of a structured order of printing jobs. Far from this structure being something that is a given of working within the organizational environment of the print works, it is an organizational structure that is the product of the skilful and co-ordinated work of numerous parties such as the production scheduler. Sociological concerns with organizational structures may well beneŽ t from understanding organizational arrangements as matters that are achieved rather than given; i.e. the actual product of some peoples’ work. To understand shop� oor work it is as necessary to investigate the work that goes into the constitution of the organizational arrangements as it is to understand the work that has been traditionally of concern to sociological investigations of the shop � oor, for it is as much a part of the shop-� oor work as they are. Returning to the second point we made in the introduction, the planning activities we have been concerned with take place within a
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technologically rich environment, yet the tools used in the planning work are traditional and manual. On the face of it, planning would seem to be an obvious contender for automation for it might appear to be ‘rote’ work, the mere balancing of a set of variables to obtain the most productive and effective outcome. Certainly, the designers of electronic scheduling tools would seem to take this view. Examination of them reveals that they balance numbers of jobs, machines, deadlines, and types of jobs to optimize a schedule of production. Some of them are very sophisticated and can directly interface into some printing presses in order to use ‘live’ data about progress on the number of sheets printed. However, our understanding of how the production calculus is worked to produce a production plan as an ongoing matter would suggest that planning is far from a rote activity. There certainly are variables that are to be weighed against one another, but these are done within a framework of technical knowledge about the organization that extends to people, organizational and commercial goals, individual machine characteristics, customers, as well as a technical understanding of printing, which is applied to an assessment of every job. Production scheduling is very much more than the simple weighing of the small range of quantiŽ able variables considered by the information technologies aimed at the print industr y. Simply put, tools that support this work rather than ones that supplant it may be in order, though the traditional tools that are used serve their purposes well enough for those involved. The erroneous judgment on the part of systems designers that scheduling is rote work is on a par with the assumption made by sociologists that organizational structures such as those for ensuring product deliver y are merely given features of an organization. Both miss the complexities of what it is to ongoingly work the production calculus to produce the organization’s stable production structures. (Date accepted: Februar y 2002)



Graham Button Xerox Research Centre Europe Cambridge and Wes Sharrock Department of Sociology University of Manchester



NOTES 1. The company that figures in this paper is a medium to large ‘print factor y’ that specializes in high quality colour printing. It is situated in the Midlands in the UK and is spread over three sites.



2. Thus actions (sometimes) are mundanely witnessable as inter alia actionsfollowing-on-prior-preparation, actions-inadequately prepared for, or actions-donewithout-any-prior-preparation, and events
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Operating the production calculus proceed variously according-to-plan, notaccording-to-plan, and so forth. 3. The planning as practiced in the print works is not, however, done in ignorance of the fact that contingencies can arise that will thwart any production plan. Planning is not expected to eliminate contingency, and the need for ad hoc measures. Rather, planning is done, as we consider in later sections, in the full anticipation that future work will be troubled by presently unforeseen contingencies, and planning is used as a method to reduce and subdue the capacity of contingencies to disrupt continuous print production; to make manageable the maintenance of (near) continuous production. 4. The sequence of steps in production can consist of the following: setting up the administrative controls for a job; origination; the timely ordering of materials needed; arranging outsourcing of work; preparation of plates and Ž lms; delivery of materials and outsourced work to the print site; setting up the machine; running off proofs; validating proofs; printing the job; quality inspection; finishing; despatch; accountancy, and job analysis. 5. We use ‘print job’ to subsume not merely the print operations, but all other processes preparator y to and completing of the contracted work. 6. Within the terms of ‘high quality’, there is room for circumstanced decisions as to what will count as ‘good enough’ for any particular print job. One consideration, for example, is the extent to which a given customer will care about or even notice minor print � aws in the materials. 7. Print buyers broker print work and learning how print work is done is integral to that job, since it involves being able to negotiate the speciŽ cs of print contracts on behalf of print customers with the printing works. 8. The ‘forward loading board’ actually consists of four boards that are placed on rails and can be lifted out and slid along, and repositioned in relation to their role in the cyclical arrangement they embody. The boards map the days of the week along the horizontal axis and the print machines in the lower part of the vertical axis with



Ž nishing machines occupying the upper third. There are rails associated with each machine and into these are slotted cards (different colours are used to identify the account executive team that is responsible for acquiring and determining the requirements for the job: the team is made up of two account executives and an estimator). Each card contains printed information such as the job name, job number, due date and other data deemed relevant to the job the card represents. The length of each card for the print machines represents the number of hours printing that has been estimated for the job. When a job is scheduled against a machine and a printing date the card is put into that the rail for the machine and positioned underneath the day at a spot that will indicate at what hour during the day the job should start printing. The plant operates twenty-four hours a day with three shifts and some jobs straddle shifts. There is a board to the right of the current week’s board which represents the week following the current week and there are a further two boards to the right of this which represent the two succeeding months, though these are normally sparsely populated with jobs.
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